
St. Paul & Suburban Area Intergroup 

August 29, 2019 

XXXXXXXXXX
Hole in the Donut Group 

Roseville, MN 

Greetings XXXX, 

Per your query about insurance for an AA group I have researched the issue pretty 

thoroughly. I have contacted several parties such as: 

1 . The State of Minnesota Attorney General 

2. Our insurance carrier for St. Paul Intergroup

3. An attorney who specializes in the insurance realm (who is also an AA member)

What I have discovered is: 

1) The State Attorney General replied (see attached) with helpful information, some

of which may be found on the aa.org website (see attached).

2) Our insurance carrier does not know of a way to insure an entity (AA group) that

is not legally incorporated in some manner.

3) The attorney noted that there are 1 or 2 large insurance carriers who will insure

non-incorporated entities-but that this insurance is very expensive.

I have also heard within AA that some landlords (churches for example) carry an AA 

group as a "ryder" on their own insurance coverage, and the AA group pays for the 

extra cost of this. However, the availability of this is determined by state law and the 

opportunity to utilize this approach varies by state. 

Generally, I think that should someone decide to sue due to an injury which occurred in 

an AA meeting or event; and should they sue an individual AA member, that persons 

homeowner's coverage would come into play. Of course, if the sued [person were 

someone who rents an apartment and does not have homeowner's insurance - I am 

not sure how that would get resolved. 
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In a world that seems to be becoming more and more litigious, this may well be a valid 

concern. However, at the present there doesn't appear to be a easily available 

solution to this risk. 

One final note, the groups meeting in clubs would in essence fall under the protection 

of the respective clubs insurance policy in which they meet. 

Our experience at St. Paul Intergroup is that we are required to include the churches in 

which we hold events on a ryder of our insurance policy. In that way the church/venue 

avoids additional costs to their own insurance coverage. 

Doug, I hope this has been helpful for you. Should you discover anything in addition to 

what I have shared in this communication - please let us know. 
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